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beside fishing and canoeing. Their villages and hamlets are scattered between the Kede settlements all along the river banks.1 The sharp division, cultural and tribal, between the Kede and the other semi-riverain groups is illustrated in the linguistic usage: for Kede the word eyapaci^i (canoemen), is used almost synonymously, while the other groups are referred to, collectively, as latid^i (farmers). Tradition, too, has its contribution to make: it represents the Kede as alien immigrants who have come from outside into their present habitat and settled there among the 'aboriginal' population. This tradition (to which we shall return later) is again reflected in linguistic usage, the different semi-riverain groups which to-day are the neighbours of the Kede in the river valley being spoken of, collectively, as kintsoji (owners of the land—that is, original inhabitants).
We possess detailed population figures only for one part of Kede country, for what is to-day the Kede District of Bida Emirate. But we may take these figures as representative of the whole area inhabited by the Kede.2 In a total population of 12,066, the Kede number 2,225, anc^ t^le kintsoji (comprising various sub-tribes) 9,742, the small rest (99) being made up by non-Nupe strangers who live in Kede District. The Kede'thus form a minority in their own country—the country which bears their name. But it rightly bears their name and rightly is called 'their' country, for the Kede minority represents the ruling group, and their chief the ruler of this whole territory and the different groups which inhabit it, Kede as well as non-Kede.
But Kede country is itself part of a larger political system, the Nupe Emirate. In pre-British times, the country of the Kede lay almost entirely on Nupe territory or, more correctly, on the territory ruled by the Etsu (king) of Nupe, under whom it enjoyed the status of a semi-autonomous, vassal State. Under British administration, Kede country, greatly affected by the re-alignment of the
1	They comprise sections of the following Nupe sub-tribes: the Gbedegi on
the upper stretch of the Niger; the Bataci, or Marsh Dwellers, on the lower
reaches; a few groups of Beni near the confluence of Niger and Kaduna; the
Kupa round Eggan in the south; Dibo or 5itako near Katcha and Baro; and,
finally, a group of Nupe from Gbara, the ancient capital of Nupe kingdom, on
the Kaduna and on the Niger near Patigi.
2	These figures are taken from an official, unpublished, provincial census,
for the use of which I am greatly indebted to the Administration of Niger
Province.   While the figures are perhaps not correct in every detail, they are
reliable enough for the purpose of this argument.

